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Sample Rehab Project Scenario for a New Investor 

(Pricing, Leverage, and Profit Potential Improves with Experience) 
 
If you could buy a house to flip for $100,000 and it needed $50,000 of repairs to be market ready 
for sale at $200,000 your finances could break down like this: 
 
After Repair Value (ARV) is $200,000 (this is the market value after renovations) 
Maximum loan at 70% is $140,000 (ideally, your purchase plus renovations are less than that) 
 

• Project Cost = Purchase $100,000 + Rehab $50,000 = $150,000 
o This is $10,000 over the max loan amount 

 

• Down Payment = 20% of Purchase $20,000 + Amount Over Max Loan $10,000 = 
$30,000 

o This leads to a loan $150,000 - $30,000 = $120,000 
 

• Assume Closing Costs at 10% (title company, lender fee, transfer tax, etc.) is $10,000 
 
That would mean you’d bring $30,000 + $10,000 = $40,000 to closing 
 
Due to Covid, lenders need to see additional liquidity in the bank, assume $10,000 for a reserve 
 

So you should have the Down Payment + Closing Costs + Reserve = $50,000 in the bank to 
qualify for a loan for this project. (You CAN use partners to qualify if needed!) 

 
At 11% interest, the monthly interest only payment would be $1,100.  If the project and sale took 
6 months, that would be $6,600 paid in interest.  To see profit potential from the sale price of 
$200,000 you would Subtract: 
 

• $6,600 interest 
 

• $120,000 loan 
 

• $10,000 initial closing cost 
 

• $10,000 realtor fee (assume 5% of the sale price) 
 

To get a net profit of $53,400 (that’s a 35.6% profit margin on a $150,000 project) 
 
If you’re ready to pursue a fix and flip project or have questions about financing, 

please contact us Today.  We are here to help you succeed! 
 

* Representative numbers only.  Not a commitment to lend or a guarantee of profit. * 


